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Introduction

Is legal science a source of European legal integration? The question may seem absurd to the readership of this journal. After all, “there is no Wissenschaft at common law!” (Legrand 1997, 54). And social scientists concerned with the majestic role that law has played in the construction of Europe conceive of legal integration not as an autonomous legal process, but as a function of something else – political interests, social mobility or economic exchange, or some combination of these (Alter 2001, Stone Sweet and Fligstein 2002, Stone Sweet 2004). My claim in this regard is fairly modest: law is more than a mere conveyer belt of ‘something else’ – the legal field is thicker than that. And the way in which lawyers conceive of themselves and of their profession goes to the heart of the vital question of how the legal field maintains both its autonomy and its authority (Bourdieu 1987, Madsen and Dezalay 2002). There is a long and proud European history of legal scientists elevating themselves to the lofty heights of lawgiving and nation-building – a history that has been repeating itself in the process of European legal integration in general and is doing so with particular clarity in the current debates over the harmonization of European private law. As Jürgen Basedow notes approvingly, “legal scholars transcend the traditional limits of the analysis of legal development and try to shape the future European law themselves.” (Basedow 1998, 125) This is not, however, the legal science of building conceptual heavens accessible only to those who drink themselves into forgetfulness of terrestrial human affairs (Cohen 1935). This is a legal science that seeks, through a cluster of intellectual, social and political practices, to bolster its claims of authority by claiming to embody, represent and further some profound historic and
cultural sense of ‘European-ness’ that lives on in ‘the people.’ In European law generally, this claim has long manifested itself in two interrelated but distinguishable strands of dominant legal thought (Schepel 2004a). One is essentially ideological, and defines ‘European legal culture’ as law-as-science. The idea here is that one of the underlying structural similarities between different societies in the Union is a culture associated with ‘the rule of law’: the authority of general abstract rules, administered by legal experts under exclusion of laypeople, and the systematization of law by legal science. Abstraction, legalism, and amor intellectualis: these are not mere features of a particular legal system in a particular stage of historical development, they are constitutive of the very identity of Europe (Guterman 1966, Wieacker 1990, Häberle 1994). The second strand is evolutionary and is a variation on basic Weberian themes: as society evolves inevitably to liberal capitalism, law evolves inevitably to law-as-science. Capitalism presupposes rational social action which in turn presupposes a calculable legal system and administration bound to rational rules of law: formal legal rationality replaces substantive legal rationality (Weber 1978). Crafted and administered by a highly specialized legal profession, law detaches itself from its socio-cultural (and national) grounding and becomes amenable to the universally applicable best solution. The European Union and its legal framework here play the role of a rationalizing force, liberating civil society and the market from the shackles of political parochialism and legal nationalism (Schepel and Wesseling 1997, Bach 1999).

These themes are reinforced spectacularly in the intellectual foundations, social construction and political support structure of the project of a European civil code.
However unlikely it is at this stage that such a code will be enacted anytime soon, the enterprise behind it has been a startling success by almost any other measure. It has involved the rapid establishment and expansion of a whole new field of academic enquiry, a remarkably influential effort at political agenda-setting, and a healthy success rate in attracting public funding. This article seeks to trace the importance of the assertion of ‘legal science’ in the construction and maintenance of the field of European private law both internally and externally. Though my lack of sympathy for the project should be obvious enough, the purpose here is not to discuss the merits of the idea of a European civil code or indeed of the ‘softer’ options of private law harmonization now on the table: the aim of this article is simply to provide some insight into the import of the notion of a European brotherhood of lawyers united by a profound common attachment to ‘scientific truth’ in the framework of a particular legal field.

I. Legal Science and the German Civil Code

The logical historical reference point for the field of European private law is the intellectual and political history of the German civil code in the nineteenth century (John 1989, Whitman 1990), not least because it arguably represents the heyday of the political importance of legal scientists (Vogenauer 2005). In truth, the import of this history in current legal thought is usually reduced to one aspect of it, the exchange between two eminent scholars, Thibaut and Savigny, on the desirability of enacting a civil code for the whole of fragmented Germany. Anton Thibaut considered such a possible codification as “the most beautiful gift from heaven” the German people could receive, achieving two things at once in the real world: on
the one hand, such a code would “create similar customs and habits, and this similarity has always had a magical influence on a people’s love for and loyalty to country.” On the other, codification was sheer necessity since the German states could only maintain their economic welfare by “lively, inner, and reciprocal” circulation and exchange hampered by legal diversity and *Volksegoismus* (Thibaut 1814, 32-33). Seemingly of equal importance to him, codification would also do a world of good to legal academia and legal education, encouraging the free movement of professors and legal ideas (Thibaut 1814, 27-29). It was not so much these political and practical considerations or even the aim of national legal unity that Savigny famously objected to; what he found appalling was the suggestion that such a code could be written in a few years by enlightened rational jurists as a testament to *Vernunftrecht*, the Law of Reason. The law, so he argued, lives and breathes in the spirit of the people, not in reason (Savigny 1814). Against Thibaut’s specific project, then, he posited the necessity of historical research into the origins and contents of legal principles; against, presumably, any idea of codification he posited the organic character of the law that can only be stifled by enactments of all-encompassing legislation. Indeed, he explicitly substituted an “organically progressive legal science” for Thibaut’s legislator (Savigny 1814, 161).

It is the debate on the role of legal science not just in relation to political decision-making but also in relation to social life that provides the second historical parallel to current activity. Part of what makes Savigny so elusive for modern sensibilities is his counterintuitive assertion that the German *Volksgeist* was essentially to be revealed in Roman (and not Germanic) law and hence, inevitably, only accessible to a class of very learned jurists (Gale 1982). But this was to be seen as a natural
product of societal evolution and the division of labor in society: the law, which had once belonged to the people as a whole, now lived organically in the consciousness of learned lawyers which, however, “represented” in some meaningful way the collective consciousness of the people (Savigny 1814, 12; 1840, 45). As Mathias Reimann puts it, “the growth of law, the path of the Volksgeist, was the organic development of its intellectual principles” (Reimann 1990, 854). If Savigny was forced by his “organic” theory to stop just short of calling legal science a “source of law,” his successor in Berlin, Georg Friedrich Puchta, had no such problems. He distinguished two forms of Juristenrecht: on the one hand, legal science is receptive in as much as learned lawyers are the “natural representatives and depositories of national legal consciousness.” This kind of Juristenrecht is mere customary law, drawing its authority from external sources. From purely internal sources – rationality, truth, correctness – comes the authority of the other kind of lawyers’ law: where learned jurists carry “scientific truths,” legal science becomes a productive activity and squarely takes its rightful place next to legislation and customary law as a source of law (Puchta 1854, 42-43; Vogenauer 2005). The law “was no longer a product of history, but a creature of logic.” (Reimann 1990, 864) With Puchta, then, starts the Begriffsjurisprudenz (Haferkamp 2004), a conceptual jurisprudence that also gave new impetus to the scientific study of the “pure” Roman law of the “pandects” (Whitman 1990, Wieacker 1996, Stein 1999). This Pandektenwissenschaft, in turn, was to have an enormous influence on the eventual German civil code, the Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch (BGB) of 1900, not least through the efforts of one of its leading figures, Bernhard Windscheid, author of the famous and widely admired Lehrbuch des Pandektenrechts (Windscheid 1870) and a member of the first drafting
commission. Indeed, the BGB has frequently been called a “Windscheidian pandect treatise in statutory form.” (Reimann 1990, 867). This pre-eminence of elitist abstraction did not, of course, go unchallenged: indeed, Julius von Kirchmann famously declared the nation “tired of learned jurists.” (Kirchmann 2000, 45; Beseler 1843)

The political implications of the role of legal science in the determination of the law form represent the third important historical parallel with current debates. Begriffsjurisprudenz, again with Reimann, “knew only of contract, tort, and property, but nothing of labor conflict, railroad accidents, and unsanitary living conditions.” (Reimann 1990, 867) The intense political debate over private law was cast in scientific terms as a debate over the true source and character of the law between the ‘Romanists’ and the ‘Germanists.’ Even if Germanists could be as fond of conceptual abstraction from terrestrial human affairs as most Romanists were, and even if the political import of the Roman law scholarship of the time is subject to debate (Whitman 1990, Reimann 1991), the general position of Germanists was relatively clear: whereas Roman law was anachronistic, elitist, politically oppressive, inherently individualistic and concerned first and foremost with the protection of private autonomy, Germanic law was much more in tune with the values of current society – the importance of legal protection of the disadvantaged and the emphasis on community and family (John 1985, 347; Gierke 1898). The debate over the issues of social justice of private law was eventually settled by a series of compromises, and most notably by the rather extensive use of separate pieces of ‘social’ legislation as a quid pro quo for the
maintenance of the pristine logic and systematic coherence of the BGB itself (John 1989).

II. The Enterprise of European Private Law

It would be hard to think of an area of law in the Member States of the European Union today that is more firmly rooted in national cultures and academic traditions and more impenetrable to outsiders for its idiosyncratic conceptual and technical sophistication than private law. And yet, it would be harder still to find an academic legal discipline that is flourishing as much as ‘European private law.’ (Schmid 1999; Hesselink 2002) Specialized academic journals are thriving, voluminous learned tomes on ‘European’ tort and contract law have appeared (Von Bar 1998, 2000; Kötz 2000), publishers are producing dedicated series of books, courses and modules are offered throughout the continent, collections of conference papers come out in a steady stream (Hartkamp 1994; Müller-Graff 1999; Van Hoecke and Ost 2000, Grundmann & Struyck 2002; Vogenauer and Weatherill 2006), chairs and graduate schools are dedicated to the subject, and a variety of lavishly funded transnational research projects is producing libraries full of work (Wurmnest 2003): the *Ius Commune* school is uncovering common principles through a series of casebooks (Van Gerven 1998; Van Gerven, Lever and Larouche 2000, Beale 2002; Beatson and Schrage 2003), and the ‘Trento’ Group is slowly unearthing the Common Core of European Private Law (Bussani and Mattei 2003; Zimmermann and Whittaker 2000; Gordley 2001; Bussani and Valentine Palmer 2003; Kieniger 2004; Sefton-Green 2005). The ‘Lando Commission’ has produced its ‘Principles of European Contract Law’ (Lando and
Beale 2000; Lando 2003), the ‘Tilburg Group’ has produced similar principles of European Tort Law (European Group on Tort Law 2005; Wagner 2005), the Academy of European Private Lawyers in Pavia has come out with a draft European Code of Contracts (Gandolfi 2001), and the Study Group on a European Civil Code is working away on its draft articles and comparative studies (Von Bar and Drobnig 2004). The project of European private law has re-energized comparative law as an academic discipline (Berger 2001; Reimann 2002), and has given research funding, international recognition and renewed prestige to private lawyers; the subject has also prompted calls for a ‘new legal science’ breaking down the barriers between any combination of private law doctrine, comparative law, Community law, legal history, and international private law (Zimmermann 1995; Joerges 2004).

Some of this work is surely driven by intellectual curiosity and a thirst for knowledge. But a large part of the success of the discipline is undeniably rooted in the political and financial support for the idea of harmonizing private law given by the European institutions from the very early days (Hallstein 1964; Witz 2003). The idea for the Commission on European Contract Law came from a conversation over dinner in Tivoli Gardens after a conference in Copenhagen between Professor Ole Lande and Winfried Hauschild of the European Commission where the latter informed the former that that ‘we’ needed a European Code. Lande then went on the search for ‘qualified people,’ meetings were held in Brussels, the Commission provided some funding, and in 1982 the ‘Lando Commission,’ a group of highly regarded professors of private law from all EC Member States, started the task of working out Principles of European Contract Law (Lando 1983, 1997,
In 1989, the European Parliament passed a Resolution requesting that a start be made on drawing up a “common European Code of Private Law” and calling for “moral and material encouragement to studies of comparative law carried out within the Community and to codifying endeavours in general.”

In 1994, the Parliament repeated its call for a Code to be drawn up and urged support to the Lando Commission. In 1998, Professor Christian von Bar established the Study Group on a European Civil Code. Whether this was the original intention or not, the Study Group has become the successor of, rather than a rival to, the Lando Commission, absorbing into its ranks a good many members of the latter group. In 2001, the Commission resurfaced in the story with the publication of its Communication on European Contract Law, launching a round of consultations on two serious options: one to promote the development of common contract law principles leading to more convergence of national laws, the other to adopt comprehensive legislation at the EC level.

The European Parliament wasted little time to make clear that these options should be seen sequentially rather than as alternatives. It even laid out a timetable: the comparative research on common principles and terminology should be finished by 2005; from that year, the newly found treasures are to be disseminated in academic training and the legal profession, so that by 2010 a body of rules on contract law can be adopted in the European Union.

The Commission came out in 2003 with an Action Plan, where it was careful to deny plans for a full-blown top-down civil code. Instead, it announced its intention to concentrate efforts on developing what is now called a “Common Frame of Reference,” a model code of contract law. (Kenny 2003) There, it stated:
“[I]t should be emphasized that it is not the Commission’s intention to ‘re-invent the wheel’ in terms of research activities. On the contrary, it is remarkable that never before in the area of European contract law has there been such a concentration of ongoing research activities. It is essential that these research activities are continued and exploited to the full. Therefore, the main goal is to combine and co-ordinate the ongoing research in order to place it within a common framework following several broad approaches.”

In an extraordinary use of the Union’s research and development budget, this has now been achieved by gathering and co-opting many of the players in the burgeoning field in the ‘Joint Network on European Private Law’, a Network of Excellence funded to the tune of five million Euros by the Commission under the Sixth Framework Programme for research from May 2005 onwards. The research project is explicitly geared towards delivering a proposal for a Common Frame of Reference (CFR) as requested by the Commission in the form of Common Principles of European Contract Law. To supplement academic excellence, the Commission has also established a “network of stakeholders” dubbed CFR-net. The network is meant to represent a “variety of legal traditions” and a “balance of economic interests,” objectives it falls far short of. (Hesselink 2005)

The CFR is to provide a common vocabulary and assist arbitrators, courts, national legislators, and the Community legislator in their work (Staudenmayer 2002, 2005). Its eventual legal status is said to be open for discussion, and will depend in large
part on the degree of voluntary use and indirect influence it will exert. The Commission’s ambiguity on the idea of full harmonization, however, is palpable, and leads in turn to further divergences among the European institutions. In November 2005, the Competitiveness Council explicitly welcomed the Commission’s “repeated reassurance” that it does not intend to propose a European civil code.\textsuperscript{xviii} The European Parliament, on the other hand, is more prone to conspiracy theories. In its March 2006 Resolution on the matter, it states that, “even though the Commission denies that this is the objective, it is clear that many of the researchers and stakeholders working on the project believe that the ultimate long-term outcome will be a European code of obligations or even a full-blown European civil code.”\textsuperscript{xix} The Parliament then goes on to assert the primacy of the body politic over academic stealth:

“Whereas the decision to work towards and on such a code must be taken by the political authorities, since the very decision to opt for a Code is political and its content, albeit legal, is predicated on social and political objectives; whereas, given that in the future the political will may well exist to adopt such a Code, it is essential that the present work be done well and with the appropriate political input;

Whereas the final product of the initiative should be open to amendment by the EC legislature and should be formally adopted by it.”\textsuperscript{xx}

\textbf{III. The Case for European Private Law}
The rationales offered for harmonizing private law are tied up in different ways with the logic of market integration. The blunt variety is ruthlessly economic and posits the project as a market opening measure. As Lando makes the case in a simple syllogism:

“The foreign laws are often difficult for the businessman and his local lawyer to understand. They make him feel insecure, and may keep him away from foreign markets in Europe. Thus, the existing variety of contract laws in Europe may be regarded as a non-tariff barrier to trade. It is the aim of the Union to do away with restrictions of trade within the Communities, and therefore the differences of law which restrict this trade should be abolished.”
(Lando 1998; Basedow 1996b; Racine 2003)

In days of old, such reasoning might have been enough to establish Community competence. With modern constitutional sensitivities in the Union, however, it falls far short, especially in the absence of overwhelming empirical evidence. The more sophisticated argument is defensive, and sees to the various ways that European Community law is creating fragmentation within national private law systems (Schmid 2002; Steindorff 1996; Schepel 2004). As correcting measures to the deregulatory pressures exercised by the regime on the free movement of goods, persons and services, the Community has been passing a series of consumer protection Directives on, for example, unfair contract terms, product liability, time sharing, and electronic commerce that Member States need to implement, sometimes by amending their civil codes or just by passing piecemeal...
legislation with all sorts of implications for the coherence of national legal systems. (Teubner 1998; Roth 2002). As Von Bar expresses his impatience:

“European jurists sense that matters cannot stay the way they are with the present approach to lawmaking in the institutions of the European Union. Many directives are only a harmonization success story from the perspective of Brussels: from the perspective of national legal systems, they lead to new fault lines. The further Brussels intrudes into the private law of the Member States, the more one is directed to a common terminology. The current sectoral and ‘piecemeal’ approach of Directives, exclusively conceived from the perspective of consumer protection law, is already placing the quality and systematic coherence of our national systems of private law in permanent danger.” (Von Bar 2002, 385)

The European Council has very recently admitted the sorry state of this legislation, calling for its quality and coherence to be improved by “measures of consolidation, codification and rationalization.” For European private lawyers, however, this way of tinkering with EC legislation largely misses the point. To merely concentrate on the ignorance of ‘Brussels’ in matters of private law is, in this view, to overlook the systemic problems posed by European law. The quality and coherence of national systems of private law is not something that ‘better’ piecemeal legislation can ultimately maintain: it is something that only a truly European science of private law can guarantee.
IV. The Role of Legal Science in European Private Law Discourse

The CFR would seem to have settled, for the time being at least, the “Thibaut v. Savigny” debate in European private law (Lando 1992, 1997, 2000; Kötz 2002; Basedow 2004). The role of Savigny, with particular fondness for Roman law and all, has been taken on with pride and zeal by Reinhard Zimmermann. The great codifications of the nineteenth century, so he claims, are but “a transitional stage within an ongoing tradition” of European private law (Zimmermann 1995, 105). In spite of the nationalization of law and legal science, it is still possible to find “common systematic, conceptual, institutional and ideological foundations” beneath the “bewildering diversity and specificity of our modern legal rules.” (Zimmermann 1996, 600) But to uncover these we need a new historical legal science, and certainly not offerings from Brussels or Luxembourg: “Like Savigny, we should put our faith in an organically progressive science rather than the legislature.” (Zimmermann 1995, 105).

Zimmermann’s ideas have attracted criticism from various sources, most notably and viciously perhaps from Ugo Mattei who accuses him of having the same “ethno-centric, conservative, class-privileged, self-serving attitude” as Savigny himself (Mattei 1998, 884) and of fighting a battle to avoid losing his status in the sociological shake-up of the European academic nomenclatura that would inevitably be the result of the creation of the Code:

“All of this can be avoided if the issue of codification is constructed as academic and if it is maintained within a highly homogeneous European legal academic elite (a sort of old boys club) who, rather appealingly, argue to close the gates and defeat the Brussels
Eurocrats. However, the real agenda is different. In avoiding the political process, which is less homogeneous and less pluralistic than legal academia, some legal scholars are more likely to keep their role of hidden lawgivers.” (Mattei 1998, 886)

What the Common Frame of Reference provides is a way to alter the terms of engagement in the debate from ‘politics versus academia’ to ‘top down versus bottom up.’ However pluralistic and non-elitist the Community legislator may be, very few people in Europe today would entrust it with a “forward-looking exercise in social engineering like the building of a common law of Europe.” (Mattei 1998, 890)

The role of legal science, then, is not as a handmaiden to the powers that be, nor as an autonomous source of law, but as a transmission belt between the social and political spheres in an organic process. As Gerhard Wagner writes, “the avalanche of emotions, thoughts and arguments triggered by the suggestion of full harmonization must not bury the beautiful flower of soft harmonization, i.e. the approximation of European legal systems through a creeping process of academic teachings and writings, inspired, focused and reinforced by restatements of the common law of Europe.” (Wagner 2005, 1270)

The growing acceptance by legal professionals and economic operators, then, of a body of rules “gradually maturing from within the field of European expertise in private law’ will lead to a gradual increase in legally binding force.” (Von Bar 2002, 385) On this organic theory, Von Bar and others can justify their charismatic leadership and control over their “fiefdoms” in the name of academic excellence unpolluted by political convenience. (Markesinis 2004, 574)
It is, of course, the eventual success of Thibaut and others in the nineteenth century that creates the main obstacle to the Europeanization of contemporary private law: Member States are all endowed with national systems of private law that have created “similar customs and habits,” that have been credited with nation-building and the forging of national identity and have been taken to reflect and express deep cultural values (Collins 1995; Lequette 2002, 2003). Its detractors, then, claim that harmonization of private law will produce “a new separation between the legal-political function and social life.” (Legrand 1997, 53, 1996). European private lawyers sometimes react with irritation to these objections. Basedow speaks of “the strange ideology shared by so many lawyers all over the world that law is deeply rooted in the culture of each nation and as such unfit for international uniformity.” (Basedow 1998, 127) Lando objects that “contract law is not folklore; it is a question of ethics, economics and technique.” (Lando 2000, 826) But generally the new field of European private law is even more drenched in the symbolism and associations with state-building of private law codification than are the provincial guardians of legal nationalism in contrast with which it has built its identity. That private law is a part of a people’s history, culture, and identity is not something that European private lawyers will argue over. Indeed, Von Bar is dismayed that the Commission does not even consider the “symbolic force” of a uniform European private law worthy of a mention. But, “it is collective responsibility for private law that is at stake, not modes of expressing national sovereignty; it is culture that is at issue, to be sure, but it is the culture of a truly European private law.” (Von Bar 2002, 385) This is Ole Lando’s upbeat appraisal of the sociological preconditions for the unification of European private law:
“[M]ost of the guardians and preachers of our law and justice grew up in well to do bourgeois homes with moral traditions. In Europe the middle class has in fact been the guardian of ethics and so have, in general, the parents of the judges and professors. Their fathers were there, and behaved themselves. In school and at the universities the lawyers in spe were good, relatively virtuous students with strong ties to their homes. Many of them were right-wingers. Their professional life has maintained their bourgeois attitudes, and has confirmed their conservative response to life.… Thus, the legal values of the European brotherhood of lawyers are very similar. And so are, it is submitted, the legal values of the European peoples who live in societies of a similar economic and political structure and share the same ethics. This should enable us to make a European Code of Obligations.” (Lando 1998, 825)

The role of learned jurists in European private law’s conception of a common legal culture is either crudely elitist or fully tautological or both. But the shared ideas about the power of shared ideas are tenacious. As it turns out, law-as-science is European legal culture. In Basedow’s thinking, a feeling of “togetherness” of European lawyers by itself will generate a true European legal culture and a common European legal consciousness. The building stones on which to construct this feat are the “rule of law” expressed by the authority of general abstract legal rules, the systematization of law by legal science, and the technicality of law as the domain of legal scientists under exclusion of laypeople. (Basedow 1996a, 379)
European legal culture hence exists of learned jurists coming together to celebrate their common detachment.

With Von Bar and Lando, the Europeanization of private law “can only be achieved by an impartial formulation of principles in the light of detailed comparative law research, transcending legal diversity by a dispassionate development of the most appropriate rules for a Community wide private law. Any other method would be entirely inappropriate.” (Von Bar, Lando and Swann 2004, 239) This “scholarly activism” has long been tolerated here, encouraged there, and ignored almost everywhere outside of a little circle of learned circles. The political debate over the distributive effects of a common contract law has only just begun (Kennedy 2002; Hesselink 2004), but has been given enormous impetus by the publication of the manifesto of the Study Group on Social Justice in European Private Law (Study Group 2004). That debate, this time around, is not being fought between those learned jurists in representation of the dispossessed and those representing their own bourgeois values: the battle is fought between learned jurists looking to maintain private law a matter for themselves and those who seek an open, accountable, and representative process to discuss the political import of a Code. Substance and procedure, however, are inexorably linked in European private law science.

V. Conclusion

The project of a European civil code is legitimized on the one hand by its scientific sophistication – and isolation from ‘political’ pressure – and on the other hand by
grand historic theorizing about the common legal heritage of Europe and sociological claims about the cultural, social and political functions of private law science in society. Indeed, the fundamental move behind the enterprise is the collapse of these two strands of legitimization discourse. Intellectually, these ideas may or may not be taken seriously. Sociologically, they need to be understood as important means to maintain the unity, autonomy and hence the authority of the legal field. And that, in turn, should enable us better to grasp the extent to which European integration is a legal process.
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